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Abstract: This study was aimed at finding out the use of integration strategies for competitive performance of rabbit meat production firms in Kenya and if there is any influence of the integration strategies on competitive performance of the rabbit meat production firms in Kenya. The study was guided by the following objectives; to analyse the effect of vertical integration strategy on competitive performance of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya, to establish the effect of horizontal integration strategy on competitive performance of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya, and to analyse the effect of diagonal integration strategy on competitive performance of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya. The study collected data from production managers and farm managers. It used descriptive analysis for individual research indicators while correlation and regression analysis were used to establish the effect of vertical, horizontal and diagonal integration on competitive performance. Empirically, using Pearson correlation r and significance value p, vertical integration was found to contribute to 62.7% i.e. r²=0.632 at (r=0.795; p<0.01) of the positive variation in competitive performance of these firms. On the other hand, diagonal integration was found to contribute 51.9% i.e. r²=0.519 at (r=0.721; p<0.01) while horizontal integration was found to insignificantly contribute 1.5% i.e. r²=0.015 at (r=0.126; p>0.01). From the regression analysis, R=0.860 and R²=0.74 indicate that 74% of changes in competitive performance of the firms was attributed to collective use of vertical, horizontal and diagonal integration. The study recommended that; firms should have in place internal organizational policy and culture that encourages vertical integration and put into place internal organizational structures that allow cross flow of information so as to allow adoption diagonal integration. Further studies were suggested on the critical success factors for successful adoption of vertical and diagonal integration and on the role of management in adoption of integration strategies in production environment especially with specific interest on vertical and diagonal integration.
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1. Introduction

Entrepreneurial strategies are becoming more and more important for both upcoming and existing businesses (Bett & Hitt, 1995). Due to increasing dynamism in the business environment as well as intensifying global competition, businesses are compelled to build more entrepreneurial strategies for them to compete and survive regardless of their age or size (Meyer et al., 2002). For more competitive performance, firms must practice entrepreneurship strategy which is an integration of entrepreneurial (opportunity seeking behaviour) and strategic (advantage seeking behaviour) perspectives to design and implement entrepreneurial strategies for superior firm performance (Hitt et al., 2001).

Some of the strategies that are suitable for firms in turbulent business environments include related and unrelated diversification; intensive strategies of market penetration, market development and product development; defensive strategies of divestiture and liquidation as well as horizontal, diagonal and vertical (both forward and backward) integration strategies.

In this case, integration is an entrepreneurship strategy applicable to the rabbit meat industry in Kenya having been proven to work in other rabbit meat industries across the world especially in China and Hungary (Yan, 2011). It has also been proven to work in other meat industries such as the poultry and pork industry in the Asia-Pacific region and resulted to double digit growth (Larsen, 2012).

According to Besanko et al., (2007) firms are increasingly choosing to integrate vertically hence choose to produce the raw materials and even distribute the finished goods themselves instead of depending on independent suppliers, factors and agents. Vertical integration is a strategy where a single firm produces complementary products and services more profitably than a number of firms (Berlin 2001). Activities are considered complementary when carrying out one activity minimises the cost of doing the other. Vertical integration is also referred to as the common organization of an industry across a number of components of the value chain, and increased standardization of production at each stage of the production process. Vertical integration increases technical efficiencies in co-coordinating, monitoring and enforcement of the production process (Sudarsanam, 2010).

According to Dobashi et al., (1999) vertical integration can be applied in three levels namely non-integration, semi-integration (quasi-integrated) and full integration. Quasi integration is either upstream or downstream. Firms can also apply taper vertical integration where they could be backward or forward integrated but rely on outsiders for a portion of their supplies or distribution such that they can control the research and development of the outsiders, reduce vulnerability to strikes and shortages within their systems and examine the products of competitors while enjoying the lower costs, greater profit margins and greater advantages of
vertical integration. In the rabbit meat industry this could mean inclusion of individual farmers or co-operatives in supply and distribution of products of an already integrated firm.

While business performance is defined as the total economic result of the activities an organization undertakes competitive performance is viewed as the ability to sustain trade against the competition in the global market (Lusch & Lacznia, 1989). Competitive performance implies the profitable creation and delivery of competitive advantage reflected in superior organizational profitability relative to one's industry or other benchmark (Serra, 2004).

Most researchers view competitive advantage as a direct predecessor of competitive performance, or as a basis for attaining competitive performance. Sera further notes that most theorists agree on the relative nature of competitive advantage and the multiple ways of achieving the same. Consequently, to attain competitive advantage a firm should not necessarily be the best in all dimensions, but it has to take superiority in value creation (Navaro et al., 2010). In addition, it is essential to emphasize that competitive advantage has relative and no definite meaning, since a firm can only have advantage in relation to its competitors (Powell, 2001).

Even though substantial amount of research treats competitive advantage and performance as synonyms, or derives the existence of competitive advantage from observed competitive performance, according to significant number of authors, that view is not correct (Sera, 2004). Competitive advantage directly precedes achieving competitive performance (Navaro et al., 2010). However, though sustainable competitive advantage is necessary for competitive performance, it is not a sufficient basis. A firm's relative competitive advantage defines its profitability. (Powell, 2001). This is because the firm’s achievement of competitive advantage shall reduce the cost and hence improve all the financial indicators like return on investment (ROI), capital growth, profit growth and sales growth (Miller et al., 2001). Superior quality as a competitive advantage increases market share so that all the financial indicators improve. Both cost and quality advantage increases the number of customers for a firm.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

The rabbit sector has the potential to overcome challenges of a growing world population by supplying a healthy wholesome food product and provide a source of income and employment. More than 1.2 billion rabbits are slaughtered for meat globally every year producing over 1.8 million tones of rabbit meat with China representing of 40% of the total population. Rabbits are the second most farmed species in Europe which globally holds almost 90% of the exports and 30% of the imports. Export of rabbit meat from China adds to the contribution by the agricultural sector in China’s economy, valued at 10% implying that it evidently counts in making China the second largest economy in the world since 2010 with respect to gross domestic product. In Hungary 96-97% of the slaughtered rabbit meat is exported and only 3-4% is consumed locally. Hungary annually returns on average 25million US Dollars from the sale of rabbit meat. Between the year 2000 and 2010, Kenya’s highest export value was recorded at 6125 US Dollars in 2008 (MoLD, 2015). This is incomparable for example with the Hungarian average of 25 million US Dollars annually. An overview of the rabbit meat industry in countries described earlier correlate dominance in the level of productivity and commercialization. Also, it associates intensive rearing, established marketing systems and modern strategies of management with dominance in productivity levels, higher market share, foreign exchange earnings, food security, better nutrition, employment opportunities and personal income for all involved. This lacks in the Kenya rabbit meat sector hence unexploited foreign exchange earner, untapped highly nutritive food basket and unrealized employment opportunities. Integration strategies as used in the Italian rabbit meat sector and poultry and fishery sector in Nigeria have the potential of propelling the rabbit industry in Kenya to full potential.

1.2 Research Objectives

1) To analyse the effect of vertical integration strategy on competitive performance of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya.
2) To establish the effect of horizontal integration strategy on competitive performance of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya.
3) To analyse the effect of diagonal integration strategy on competitive performance of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Theoretical Review

2.1.1 Transaction Cost Theory (TCT)

According to Jones (1998) the boundaries of the firm was ascertained in light of transaction costs hence the theory of transaction costs which is also referred to as the theory of transaction cost economies (TCE). TCT claims that these transaction costs driving economic organization are as important as production costs, or perhaps even more important. The transaction cost economics framework recognizes that vertical integration has both costs and benefits from the firms’ perspectives. TCT rests upon many assumptions. Under human behavior, TCT assumes that individuals may engage in subtly and overtly deceitful behavior, ex-ante and ex-post to agreeing on contracts and in the absence of potentially opportunistic behavior contracts would be costless enforced and there would be no reason for other forms of economic organizations besides the market. Second is the assumption of bounded rationality where TCT reflects individuals inability to process large degrees of information and their difficulty in assigning probability values to the occurrence of future events. Under environmental characteristics TCT assumes asset specificity and also assumes uncertainty where without bounded rationality and opportunism, uncertainty would be much less.
TCT also majorly assumes frequency of transactions where if infrequent, cost of alternative governance structure may not be justified. Also, Williamson (1975) identified three determinants of the transaction costs namely the agents’ bounded rationality, opportunism the assets specificity. Critiques of transaction costs economics have argued that market power may be the fundamental motivation behind the push towards vertical integration and the development of contractual arrangements.

Williamson responded to such criticisms by restating that in his model, opportunism or bounded rationality may differ from person to person but when transaction costs change they do so because of changes in the environment, not in the person (Williamson, 1993a,b). Although far less voiced, the criticisms on the assumption of bounded rationality and uncertainty still exist. Jones (1998) adopted a positive or entrepreneurial view and argued that bounded rationality and uncertainty are not problems to be managed and overcome, but rather are opportunities to be taken advantage of. Another critic to TCT is its tautological nature. Eccles (1987) claimed that Williamson failed to operationalize the measurements of transaction costs but Williamson distinguished ex ante costs (such as negotiation costs) from ex post costs (such as costs associated with contractual failures), it is hard to find any costs that are not transaction costs. In a nutshell, TCT is about efficiency and views economic organization as being predominantly concerned with the relative efficiency of optimizing on transaction costs. Like in any other industry, the rabbit meat industry incurs transaction costs in the form of information costs, negotiation costs as well as monitoring costs.

China, has always had to make the decision between selling live rabbits or rabbit meat in the form of carcasses depending on the market they sell to (Chen, 2011). In the Kenyan market, a deeper look into these costs will allow the players in the rabbit meat sector to maximize on the transaction costs involved while at the same time maximize on probable contracts and mergers that would arise as a result of integration.

2.1.2 Agency Theory

Agency theory explains why one party (the principal) determines the work for which another party (the agent) undertakes (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). An agent has an incentive to avoid and the principal must structure the transaction such that the agent does not evade. While this theory has been used to explain contractual arrangements, in circumstances where a principal cannot structure such a contract, actual integration will occur. All contracts are formed because the parties involved expect to benefit. Agency theory is concerned with resolving tow problems that can occur in contracts ie the issue of goals of the principal and agent conflicting and when its difficult of expensive for the principal to verify what the agent is actually doing. The agency structure is applicable to both vertical and horizontal integration (Williamson, 1999).

Agency theory rests on the human assumptions of self-interest, bounded rationality and risk aversion; information assumption of information as a purchasable commodity; and organizational assumptions of partial goal conflict among participants, efficiency as the effectiveness criterion and information asymmetry between principal and agent. Agency theory has been tested in the poultry industry in America. Shelden (1996) adopts a principal-agent framework to characterize contracts as providing incentive for effort by rewarding growers on the basis of output, but at the cost of imposing risk on them.

This scheme, shifts risks which are common to all growers (weather, feed mix, chick genetics) to the integrator company (Holmström, 1982). Second, these contracts automatically shift all of the gains from innovation (increases in absolute performance) to the integrator company. As a result, those making adoption decisions face the full costs and benefits of these decisions without the necessity to rewrite contracts (no additional contracting costs are incurred).

Shapiro (2005) argued that the agency theory (AT) perspective is a peculiar way of understanding the social reality, that the assumptions therein are detached from reality and purely made in order for the model to be workable mathematically (Surendra 2010). Walsh et al. (2003) however provides a sharp dismissal of this criticism by arguing that the only social responsibility of the firm is to maximize shareholder value whilst conforming to the rules of society, as this form of maximization would in turn lead to greater social welfare and prosperity. In summary, agency theory is not normative theory. Agency theory's predictive strength lies in description of the situations where parties act rationally, focusing on their personal interest, with risk aversion or unbiased towards risk.

2.1.3 Theory of Resource Based View of the firm (RBV).

Rothaermel (2012) defined the resource based view as a theory that emphasizes on the firm’s resources as the fundamental determinants of competitive advantage and performance. Firms compete on the basis of their resources and capabilities. This theory was initiated in the mid-1980s by Wernerfelt, Rumelt and Barney and has since become a dominant contemporary approach to analysis of sustainable competitive advantage. The RBV adopts two assumptions. First, it assumes that firms within an industry may be heterogenous with regard to the bundle of resources they control and secondly it assumes that the resource heterogeneity may persist over time because the resources used to implement firms’ strategies are not perfectly mobile across firms (Peteraf & Barney, 2003).

The RBV model has been used in the Italian food market to identify characteristics of the SMEs in order to differentiate themselves from other competitors and make a niche in their market. (Barntelet et al., 2011). The Italian food firms had been shown to have specificity for raw materials and processes; the capacity to innovate and the capability to establish long term vertical relationships. These characteristics together with marketing and networking, the two strongest internal capabilities of the SMEs, were found to be a driving force for the SMEs to achieve successful performance despite the low level of investment in research and development (Wei & Wang, 2011).
Critics of the RBV argued that it lacks operational validity in that it seems to tell managers to develop and obtain valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and non-substitutable resources but it is silent on how this should be done (Miller, 2003). A related critic is that RBV invokes the illusion of total control and suffers tension between descriptive and prescriptive theorizing (Lado, et al., 2006). However, this critic should not be leveled against the RBV since it was never intended for managerial prescriptions. Furthermore, strategic and entrepreneurial managers are creative and innovative such that they need no prescriptions on how to develop VRIN resources. Another critic is that RBV lacks generalization since it can only apply to large firms with significant market power and the resources that a firm needs to generate SCA are those that are hard to acquire in the first place (Miller, 2003). However, there is an important limit to RBV: in unpredictable environments, we need to go beyond RBV to explain SCA and competitive performance (Barney, 2002). A third critic is that RBV unsuccessfully reaches for a theory of the firm. This is countered by RBV being more of a complement to transaction cost economies (TCE) and hence no need for it to meet the criteria for a theory of the firm.

According to Hitt et al., (2002) integration strategies are related to better company performance. Strategies which are a set of managerial decisions and actions determine the long term performance of a corporation (Hunger & Wheelen, 1995). According to Sadarsanan (2010) vertically integrated food industries outperform those that are not integrated. He further says that vertical integration influences performance positively while applied under conditions characterized by market failures e.g. high market uncertainty which is commonly observed in the Kenyan rabbit meat market. Sexton did a research to quantify the premium/discount from integration by agribusinesses and food business firms and found a great positive co-relation (2000). In China, the ‘Kangda Model’ has ensured stable rabbit meat supply for the Chinese local and global market (Yan, 2011); while in Italy farms are often managed by feed supply companies which provide animals, feedstuffs, technical and veterinary support (Coniglionline, 2003). This strategy is a major contributor to these two countries being world leaders in rabbit meat production.

2.2 Empirical Review

Researchers from various disciplines have addressed the vertical integration-performance (VI-P) relationship puzzle empirically. Usually the impact of one or more explanatory factors on performance is estimated by using some statistical procedure(s) keeping other factors constant. The findings must be treated critically as data used are retrospective (March and Sutton, 1997). A useful point for assessing past empirical research related to the vertical integration – performance (VI-P) relationship is the meta-analysis by Capon et al., (1990). This analysis include 320 empirical studies from different disciplines above, stemming from journals, books, proceedings, dissertations and working papers during the period from 1921 to 1987, where financial performance is the dependent variable. The authors identify 15 studies in which VI (forward or backward) is utilised to examine its effect on financial performance. Several studies use multiple tests, and in 69 cases a positive relationship between VI and financial performance are reported, while 35 reported a negative relationship. Summing up, these studies show a positive relationship (co-variation) between VI and performance.

In South West Nigeria, an analysis of cost for poultry and fish farming carried out by Bamiro et al. (2012) revealed that feed account for 55.8%, 68.2% and 78.9% of variable cost of production for sole fish farming, integrated poultry and fishery as well as sole poultry farming respectively. In the same order the cost of labour accounted for 26%, 6.4% and 3.7% of the cost of production. He further reports that horizontal integration was proven to be profitable with a mean gross margin of €1,994,792.88 which is 22% and 72% higher than the gross margin of sole fishery farms and sole poultry farms respectively.

Diagonal integration has been proven to improve company’s performance. American Express Europe Limited which got diagonally integrated to offer customer services with the hope that the customers would use them regularly throughout their lives and from this strategic move it generates 34% of its leisure sales. Ravenscraft and Scherer (2004) also compare the post-merger profitability of different types of mergers. They find that horizontal and related-business mergers tended to be more profitable than conglomerate mergers.

Similarly, Healy, Palepu and Ruback combined financial accounting analysis and stock market event study techniques to examine the post-merger outcomes of 50 large mergers occurring between 1979 and 1984. The authors focus on a comparison of premerger net cash flow returns with post-merger cash flow returns relative to those cash flow returns occurring between the rest of the industry. The authors find that industry-adjusted net cash flow rates of return are around 3% points higher after the merger.

2.2 Conceptual Framework

In this study the conceptual framework is provided using dependent variables, independent variables and an intervening variable as well as their relationship as illustrated in the figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

3. Research Methodology

This study took a descriptive design of research since this study sought to describe the rabbit meat industry in Kenya and predict the use and outcome of integration strategies by...
the firms involved as well as establish facts about the use of the same. This study adopted a sample survey method. A sample survey was appropriate for this study since it only required a small scale of operation yet it allowed detailed questions to be asked. Also, it allowed characteristics that would otherwise not be tested to be tested.

The target population for this study was farm managers and production managers working in all rabbit meat firms in Kenya hence they were the unit of observation while the rabbit meat firms were the unit of analysis. According to MoLD 2015 report, there are 36 farm managers and 33 production managers in the registered rabbit meat production firms in Kenya. They were the target population because of the evident role that managers have in not only day to day running of the firms but also the important role of strategy formulation, implementation and control as well as critical decision making.

The sample size for this study was determined by the use of Narssiuma’s formula as shown below to arrive at a sample size of forty one.

\[ n = \left( \frac{N \times C^2}{(C^2 + (N-1) \times e^2)} \right) \]

Where
\( n \) = sample size
\( N \) = Population Size
\( e \) = tolerable error (5%)
\( C \) = coefficient of Variation (0.5)

\[ n = 69 \times (0.5)^2 / (0.5^2 + (69-1) \times 0.05^2) \]

\[ = 17.25 \times 0.42 \]

\[ = 41.07 \text{ i.e. 41} \]

The rabbit meat production firms in Kenya were categorized into urban, peri-urban and rural firms where each cluster was found to have 5 farms, 11 farms and 20 farms respectively. From these clusters proportionate random sampling was used to select a sample of 41 respondents from 20 farms.

The questionnaires were structured to capture views about vertical integration, horizontal integration and diagonal integration in relation to competitive performance of rabbit meat production firms in Kenya. Likert scale was used in the questionnaire for data collection. Respondents were asked to indicate their level of agreement with each given statement by way of an ordinal scale. The questionnaires were e-mailed to the respondents since this had the ability to reach most of the respondents across a wide geographical area and in a short time.

Content validity of the instruments was assessed by way of expert opinion as put by Saunders (2009), to measure the degree to which the items represented specific areas covered by the study. Cronbach’s alpha (\( \alpha \)) was used to measure the reliability of the instrument. Variables that returned alpha value of at least equal to 0.7 were considered reliable. The study obtained cronbach’s alphas of 0.72, 0.75, 0.78 and 0.73 for vertical integration, horizontal integration, diagonal integration and competitive performance. The research instruments were therefore regarded to be reliable.

Pearson’s correlation analysis was run to determine the existence and significance of the relationship between vertical integration, horizontal integration as well as diagonal integration; and competitive performance in rabbit meat production in Kenya. The effect of independent variables and the intervening variable on the dependent variable was presented using the multivariate regression model below:

\[ Y = a + \beta_1C1 + \beta_2C2 + \beta_3C3 + \beta_4C4 + e \]

Where:
\( Y \) = Competitive performance
\( a \) = Intercept
\( \beta \) = Regression Coefficients to be estimated
\( C1 \) = Vertical integration
\( C2 \) = Horizontal integration
\( C3 \) = Diagonal integration
\( e \) = Error term

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Correlation between integration strategies and competitive performance

The researcher conducted one tailed Pearson’s correlation analysis to determine the correlation between integration strategies and competitive performance of rabbit meat production firms in Kenya. The findings were as presented in table 1.

Table 1: Correlation between integration strategies and competitive performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Integration</th>
<th>Competitive Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Integration</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagonal Integration</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive Performance</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 1, using Pearson correlation \( r \) and significance value \( p \), vertical integration was found to contribute to 62.7% i.e. \( r^2=0.632 \) at \( r=0.795; p<0.01 \) of the positive variation in competitive performance of these firms. On the other hand, diagonal integration was found to contribute 51.9% i.e.\( r^2=0.519 \) at \( r=0.721; p<0.01 \) while horizontal integration was found to insignificantly contribute 1.5% i.e. \( r^2=0.015 \) at \( r=0.126; p<0.01 \).

4.2 Regression Analysis

Multiple regression analysis was conducted to establish the linear relationship between integration strategies and competitive performance of rabbit meat production firms in Kenya. The results were as presented in table 2.
Table 2: Findings of Regression Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.860*</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.61657</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Diagonal Integration, Horizontal Integration, Vertical Integration

From table 2, R-square of 0.740 indicates that diagonal integration, horizontal integration, vertical integration collectively explain 74.0% of changes in competitive performance.

4.3 ANOVA Test

ANOVA test was used to test the statistical significance of the influence of diagonal integration, horizontal integration, and vertical integration. The findings were as presented in table 3.

Table 3: ANOVA Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.244</td>
<td>32.208</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Diagonal Integration, Horizontal Integration, Vertical Integration
b. Dependent Variable: Competitive Performance

From ANOVA findings presented in table 3, significance value of 0.000 < 0.01 implies that the overall effect of Diagonal Integration, Horizontal Integration, Vertical Integration on Competitive Performance is statistically significant.

4.4 Hypothesis Testing

Hypotheses of the study were tested using regression analysis. The findings were as presented in table 4.

Table 4: Table of Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-1.553</td>
<td>-1.47</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vertical Integration</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>5.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal Integration</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>1.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diagonal Integration</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>3.739</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Competitive Performance

The first hypothesis was $H_01$: The use of vertical integration strategy has no significant effect on competitive performance of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya. From table 4, $(t=5.048, p=0.000)$ indicates that there is significant positive effect of use of vertical integration on competitive performance. The first hypothesis was therefore rejected and conclusion made that vertical integration has statistically significant effect on competitive performance. These findings agreed with the findings of Capon et al., (1990) that vertical integration leads to improved financial performance.

The second hypothesis was; $H_02$: The use of horizontal integration strategy has no significant effect on competitive performance of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya. The $(t=1.274, p=0.211)$ indicates statistical not significant effect of use of horizontal integration on competitive performance. The second hypothesis was therefore accepted and conclusion was made that use of horizontal integration has statistically insignificant effect on competitive performance. These findings disagree with the findings of Bamiro et al. (2012) that horizontal integration is profitable with a mean gross margin higher than the gross margin of sole fishery farms and sole poultry farms respectively. The can also be proven by American Express Europe Limited got diagonally integrated to offer customer services and experienced 34% improvement in sales. March and Sutton (1997) reported that out that 69 cases had been reported for positive relationship between horizontal integration and financial performance is reported while 35 reported a negative relationship, a report that both supports and conflicts the findings of this study

Lastly, the third hypothesis of the study was; $H_03$: The use of diagonal integration strategy has no significant effect on competitive performance of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya. $(t=3.739, p=0.001)$ indicates that there is statistically significant of use of diagonal integration on competitive performance. The last hypothesis was equally rejected and conclusion made that use of diagonal integration has significant effect on competitive performance. The findings concur with the findings of Ravenscraft & Scherer (2004) that diagonal integration has been proven to improve company’s performance. The findings further concur with the findings of Healy et al., (2000) that horizontal and related-business mergers tended to be more profitable than conglomerate mergers.

From table 4, the following multiple regression model was developed for the study.

$$Y = -1.553 + 0.559C_1 + 0.282C_2 + .694 C_3$$

Where:

$Y = \text{Competitive performance}$

$C_1 = \text{Vertical integration}$

$C_2 = \text{Horizontal integration}$

$C_3 = \text{Diagonal integration}$
5. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

The first conclusion was made that use of vertical integration has statistically significant effect on competitive performance of rabbit meat production firms in Kenya. A firm that adopts vertical integration is better placed to outdo competitors. The study showed that use of horizontal integration has statistically insignificant effect on competitive performance of rabbit meat production firms in Kenya. Horizontal integration therefore may be used as a strategy to achieve competitive advantage. Lastly, there was evidence that there is statistically significant effect use of the use diagonal integration on competitive performance of rabbit meat production firms in Kenya. A firm can adopt diagonal integration as a competitive tool to counteract competitor’s strategies.

5.2 Recommendations and Suggestions for Further Studies

Firms should have in place internal organizational policy and culture that encourages vertical integration. The firms can adopt vertical integration and a competitive tool to achieve production and operational goal and well as achieve better overall organizational performance. The firms should put into place internal organizational structures that allow cross flow of information so as to allow adoption diagonal integration. This should be a strategic approach led by management and backed with management support.

Further studies should also be done on the role of management in adoption of integration strategies in production environment especially with specific interest on vertical and diagonal integration. Study should be conducted as to whether the three integration strategies adopted individually would give different results from if they were adopted together. Lastly, a study should be conducted to analyse the effect of culture and religion on competitiveness of the rabbit meat industry in Kenya.
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